The Deep Space Avionics (DSA) Project is developing a Power Actuation and Switching Module (PASM). This component enables a modular and scalable design approach for power switching applications, which can result in a wide variety of power switching architectures using this simple building block. The PASM is designed to provide most of the necessary power switching functions of spacecraft for various Deep Space missions including future missions t o M ars, co mets, J upiter a nd i ts moons. I t is fabricated u sing an A SIC process that is tolerant of high radiation.
I. Introduction
The Deep Space Avionics (DSA) Project, formerly known as the X2000 Advanced Avionics Project, is a Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) project to develop a new generation of electronic parts, modules, and boards for avionics use on future deep space missions. Such missions to deep space are challenging due to their long duration -often requiring design lifetimes greater than ten years. As an added complexity missions to Jupiter and its moons encounter an extreme radiation environment. These two challenges combine to drive research toward improving the lifetime and radiation tolerance of electronic components and parts used in power systems. Components used in state-of-the-art, low-voltage power systems generally cannot survive a radiation environment greater than 300 Krad. The DSA Project has taken the approach of developing a set of Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) as the path leading to power electronics that are compact and tolerant of higher radiation levels. The D SA e ffort i s 1 everaging o ff work p reviously sponsored b y JP L, having p reviously teamed with B oeing (ASIC Design) and Honeywell (ASIC foundry) under the X2000 Integrated First Delivery Project to develop an analog ASIC cell library for use in future ASIC designs. By combining the analog cell library and the digital cells, JPL is developing a process for designing and producing rad-hard mixed-signal ASICs for power applications. This challenging process is currently being proven under the sponsorship of the proposed Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO) Project. JIMO is an ambitious mission proposed to orbit three planet-sized moons of Jupiter (Callisto-Ganymede-Europa) to investigate their composition, history, and life-sustaining potential. Although the ASIC development process is challenging, the benefits can be reaped for multiple missions. Using mixed-signal ASICs for power-system design can reduce the number of components necessary for a system. With components that are inherently radiation tolerant, less shielding is required and higher reliability is achieved, resulting in a reduction of mass and volume -the universal goal of spacecraft designers.
The power subsystem components being developed are specifically for low-voltage (30V) power management and distribution in deep space missions. All avionics boards and modules are designed for use in either centralized or distributed spacecraft architectures. A combination of these boards can be used for switching most types of avionic loads, for firing pyrotechnic devices, and for actuating valves. All ASICs are inherently rad-hard as a result of using the Honeywell fabrication process. The electronic components being designed include five ASICs (Highside Switch Control, Low-side Switch Control, Analog Interface, Command Interface, and Pulse-Width-Modulator), one Power Actuation and Switching Module (PASM), and two boardshlices (Power Switch, and Power Control). This paper builds upon previous work' .and describes recent PASM developments. Companion papers24 describe the power system concept, the Command Interface and Analog Interface ASIC chipset, and the PWM ASIC.
In Switch

PASM Description
The PASM is a general-purpose, solid-state switch module. It provides current limit and trip capability, and current and voltage telemetry. It provides soft start of capacitive loads, and permits clamped reverse-voltage turnoff of inductive loads. Figure 1 shows the PASM block diagram. Each PASM has two independent identical isolated solid-state switches that can be connected to the load in a variety of series, parallel, or bidirectional configurations. Figure 2 shows that a PASM switch can be connected in either the supply line (high-side) or return line (low-side), relative to the load. PASM switches provide a great deal of flexibility in system architecture.
The PASM can replace most fuses and relays, resulting in greater system reliability. If current exceeds the t i p value for about 20 ms, the PASM switch gracefully turns off the load within 31 ms. Fault (or overload) current is actively limited to a maximum of 6.5 A within 100 ps. The nominal current trip and limit capability of each PASM switch is 3.7 A and 5.75 A respectively. By simply jumping turnoff is limited by passive components that operate the MOSFET switch as a power Zener, thus dissipating the transient energy in a device that is rated to handle power. A novel low-power interface technique was developed to couple commands and telemetry between the Low-and High-Side SCAs. This interface scheme uses series capacitors to couple clock signals fiom the sending side to the receiving side of the interface. These capacitors are built into the ASICs using interconnected metal layers to form parallel plates. There are two channels for each command and status signal; the clock is gated into one channel for Logic High and to the other channel for Logic Low.
PASM analog telemetry is controlled by two digital commands. One command selects either switch current or switch voltage; the other either enables or inhibits output of PASM analog telemetry.
For telemetry of switch current, which is sensed in the High-Side SCA and telemetered in the Low-Side SCA, a pulse-position scheme was developed. When a periodic ramp signal crosses the switch-current sense signal, a pulse is transmitted through a series coupling capacitor from High-Side SCA to Low-Side SCA, which triggers a circuit to sample and hold the value of a slave ramp signal in the Low-Side SCA. The sampled and held value of switch current is buffered and fed to the telemetry output multiplexer.
For telemetry of switch output voltage, the voltage is fed directly to the Low-Side SCA, where it is scaled, buffered, and fed to the other input of the telemetry output multiplexer. The PASM package design is based on a new Power High-Density Interconnect (Power HDI) technique developed by General Electric. As shown in Fig. 4 , the HDI cross-section looks somewhat like a multilayer PCB, but it has smaller dimensions, which translates to higher power density and enhanced high-frequency performance. Discrete components can be placed on top or mounted in recessed cavities within the substrate, much like parts can be mounted on both sides of a PCB. 
VI. Test Results
The SCA chipset is fabricated on the Honeywell HX2000 foundry and the fist ASICs were completed in June 2003. Some of these ASICs were packaged as discrete parts to facilitate breadboard testing. Based on successful results from the ASIC tests, several PASM modules were built and tested. <SHOW REPRESENTATIVE TEST RESULTS Figure 5 . PASM in HDI package.
VII. Summary
Development of the PASM switch module for power distribution functions in space environments has been described. Each PASM contains two independent switches, along with custom mixed-signal Switch Control ASICs and a few discrete support components. This compact and versatile component can switch low-or high-side loads. It can control current inrush during tumon, and limit voltage during turnoff. It continuously monitors load current, and it will automatically disconnect overloads and faults that persist for 20 ms, while limiting current in the interim. Those features provide PASM switches with the capability to fire pyrotechnic initiators, control propulsion valves, and distribute power to spacecraft loads.
The PASM is designed for flexibility, and can be configured using jumper connections to select reduced current trip and limit levels, or even to inhibit current limit. It has three majority-voted ON/OFF command inputs. Additional inputs for configuration and operation include signals to select telemetry options and to disable the switch in safety-critical applications (e.g., pyrotechnic initiation) until appropriate arming and firing conditions are met. Telemetry outputs include overload status and analog switch voltage and current. The PASM is expected to find application in a wide variety of upcoming space exploration missions.
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